On the features of mu-meson capture, various investigations, qualitative as well as quantitative, have been given by many authors. 1 ).-lO) The capture process consists of two parts: at first step the interaction is purely C1ectrical one, while in the· second step the specific interaction between mll-meson and nucleon plays the essential role. The problems herc trcated are concerned with the second step and deal with 1) X-dependence of the excitation energy due to the mll meson capture and 2) the establishment of the interaction scheme between elementary particles.
In the pt'eviom; paper!) we have shown the formula for the mu-capture probability as foll0 \\'s :
where all the notations are the same given. in 1) cnel'gy shared to the nucleus by absorbing the mll .
-20 reason why we have assumed Its valuc as 111¥= -_.-
216
; here 11 W is. the exciting meson in the K-shell, the will be shown in this paper (see Section II). In this formula, the 2--dependence of 1/:-",.( .• ". seems to be propOi tional to the :lrd powcr of Z. J Iowever, if we take into accOllllt the 7.-depcn(lcnce of the IInknown nuciear matrix clements, it will bc shown, in the Section II of this paper, that the capture probahility is found to be depcndent, at least. on the 4th power of Z.
On the lights of reccnt experiments, it has been almost sa{e1y established that the pi-meson is a Boson and the mu meson a Fermion, with thc obvious information that the pi-meson intcracts stNngly with nucleons but the mu meson much we;lker. Nc\'(;rthclcss, the interaction schemes arc slipposeu to be rather 1II1cert;'lin, there seel11smany altl~rnativcs {or that, such as Fig. I, 2 , and ~. etc. IIi
On the mll-Meson Capture
The possibility given in Fig 4 may be more attractive, since the processes between two Fermions are coupled through virtual emission and absorption of pimesons as originally put forward by Yukawa. However, if we determine the pi-lepton coupling by the beta decay of nuclei in this model, the computed life time of the beta decay of pi mesons becomes 6 --2 x 10-9 sec, which is faster than the life time of pi mesons for pi-mll decay. To remove this difficulty some separation of couplings is suggested, by assuming pi mesons as pseudoscalar field and imposing essentialrole to the pseudoscalar coupling for nuclear beta decay; to the pseudovector coupling for the beta-decay of pi-mesons. I!) In spite of this advantage, the nuclear beta-decay through pseudosca1ar pi-mesons 13 ) gives the seventh power law for the Sargent law, which is apparently at variances with the experiments. Moreover, in this substantiallistic arguments, the elaborate discussions, such as parastic to the accidental nature of the present field theory, should essentially distinguished from the phenomenological point of view. The model 4 is, thus, ruled out in this stage. For the choice between that given in the Fig. 1 and Fig. 2 will be discussed in the Section III. § n. The Z-Dependence of ,u-Meson Capture Processes.
As will be shown in the following, the interaction between nucleons and /1.-mesons are supposed, with good reasons, to be caused through the virtual emissions and reabsorptions of n-mesons. However, in the phenomenological treatment of the problem, these interactions may be reduced to the direct ones similar to Fermi interactions of /3--clecay, i. e., proton P captures fl.-meson and transmutes itself into neutron N, by successively emitting neutral meson II: (1) To obtain somewhat quantitative results from the process (I), we assume scalar coupling between particles. whose interaction energy is then given by: Further, the average initial momentum of protons and that of the emitted neutral meson depend scarcely on the charge Z, because of the nuclear model we have taken and of the {act that the latter particle carries away the greater part of energy due to the mass annihilation and thus we may put the .effective force range 1IZp.C/ft. Therefore the region which gives the appreciable contribution to to the probability dependc; only on k and is proportional to R-:'. As the final level density ,0" is proportional to R', the integration with respect to the final level is thus almost independent on Z and only factors which give the charge dependence are the volume concentration of ,u-meson in X.:...orbit, ZJ, and the number of protons in the nucleus, Z. which is to be multiplied to obtain the total probability. From these discussions we can conclude that the total probablity would behave as-Z\ which agrees with the result of the consideration made by \Vheeler. Now we shall proceed to the next step. After the integration with respect to angles, we have the probability curve that the nucleon remains with the momentum between k and k+dk. The curve shows only one peak at X=.1'0 and its shape around this point is of Gauss-function type; with xx=k (4) when! x' is the average value of the vector (p+k) with respect to the angle of p x'= V (p+kY~ ~2x
and the maximum point .%0 which the curve shows is given by the relation:
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For large Z, .to is· nearly equal to unity and increases slightly as Z decreases.
Because of the sharpness of the curve we may identify this ~o with the average value of momentum x of the excited nucleon. Really the difference between .);0 2 and .t 2 is calculated to be less than several percents. The average· energy, when measured in the unit of 1n1&c2=lOOMeV·, is given by
:> where E is the average kmetic energy of the initial nucleon and is equal to-0.14 in the present unit. The variation of the excitation energies with the charge number Z is considerably small. From (5) and (6) we have the excitation energy lor large Z,-6 MeV., and for :;mall Z (say, Be (Z=.4», -14 l\feV. § m. The Interaction Scheme.
The value of the coupling constant, go, in (2) has been estimated by \Vhee1er
Position (a) Fig. 1 . pi occupies the position (a). In this scheme, pi-mu decay could only occ-'Ur through virtual nucleon pairs. In this scheme, pi-mu decay can occur through direct process, while mu-meson capture through virtual pi-meson. M. TAKETANI, M. SASAKI and S. NAKAMURA and others to be-1O-4g erg cm 3 , which is the same order of magnitude tor th,e coupling constants gs of p-decay and gPo of p-meson decay. From these facts
Wheeler has drawn a interaction triangle. To complete, however, the actual interaction !';cheme, we must add one more line thereon, which indicate the role of 1r-meson. The po!';ition of 1r-meson is considered to be put either in (a) or in (b). In the position (a) the (1r-p)-decay is given by the process:
where [ ] denotes anti-particle, while the position (b) gives the simple process
Both these two processes, (7) and (8), can give the right order of lifetime for (1r-p)-decay theoretically, if 011e wish, and thus one can not decide which of these two is better suited. However, it is indicated that we can give the decision, if we take iiltO consideration the experimental fact on the conflict between (1r-f1) and (1r-p)-decays. According to the experiments 1r-mesons decay more rapidly into /l-meson than into leptons. This fact cannot be explaned by (7), for, here the "-mesons would decay into leptons rather than into p-mesons, unless unusual asymmetrical interactions for both decay processes are assumed. This argument will be understood from the fact that as the coupling constants of (r.-/l) and (1r-p)--decays and the path from " to I' and from 1r to the leptons are essentially the same in the process (7), the only difference in the probabilities for both decay processes may be the density factors of the final momentum space which has the larger magnitude for the lighter particle. In fact, the ratio of the probabilities for both decay is calculated to be the order of ~ .. /, , . . . . . . .ff JJ';dp,.. ~O.05. Therefore, we can conclude that the position (b), with the all over phenomenological model (c), will be preferable for the interaction scheme including 1'-mesons, before the position (a).
